Way forward for the promotion of energy efficiency in the expanded city areas

<How we discuss it>

- First round of presentation by 9 panelists
- Second round of presentation comments based upon the first round presentation done by other members
- Other parties’ comments（if any, taking advantage of round-table type discussion）
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- Discussion

We have expanded our discussions from buildings to transportation and district energy systems in Sessions 1 to 3. In this session from the viewpoint of expanded city area, we show Kitakyusyu, Hanoi and Nairobi cases for your reference under captioned theme:

- **Kitakyusyu** reports the results and problems of extensive energy management in the city including the industry element
- **Hanoi** introduces the policy of efficient use of energy and its problems for implementation in the expanding Hanoi metropolitan area.
- **Nairobi** introduces Improvement of energy circumstances and urban energy efficiency including waste power generation in Kenya.
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- Discussion-2

- **IBM Japan** and **Nikken Sekkei Research Institute** present a future EE&C technology trend as well as the latest technologies. In addition, the WB will introduce an effective financial support scheme for promotion of urban energy efficiency.

- **C2E2** From viewpoints of SE4ALL Hub, introduces their activities to achieve the SE4ALL objectives. Then, ECCJ, as EE&C Facilitating Hub, propose the possible future activities in order to function as one of the hubs of SE4ALL.

- Finally, **SE4ALL** secretariat and **METI** in charge of this project make comments on the outcomes of the discussions of two day forum and proposes the future direction of the EEC works under SE4ALL initiatives.
<conclusion>
➢ In Session 4, it was discussed and proposed that the optimization of an energy system for a greater city area requires a firm urban policies, “Inter-city cooperation” and “Collaboration among various stakeholders”.
➢ The international organizations especially SE4ALL hubs should collaborate with each other on the project procedures, utilization of global financial supports, etc.

<Way Forward>
➢ Different cities have different types of positions on the road map to the goal of EE&C. ECCJ will cooperate with cities and national governments in consideration of their stages on the road-map.
➢ Under support of the METI, ECCJ will promote inter-city collaboration making use of the UN’s influential power.